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 “BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

As Chen Xiaobei spoke, the firecloud warriors in the Sky had already descended upon the heads of the 

beixuan Army! 

The flames of heavenly evil opened up a path while the true essence attacks followed behind! 

If the 500000 or so Warriors of the fiery cloud tribe were to use their full strength, they would be able to 

kill any enemy of the same level and number! 

Buzz … Boom Boom … 

However, at this moment, 81 stupa pagodas were erected in the Army of beixuan like bamboo shoots 

after a rain! 

These stupa pagodas were all condensed from a kind of steel-colored vital essence, and they were all in 

the state of Dharma! 

The tower was seven stories high and had sharp edges. It seemed to be made of steel and had a 

powerful aura! 

And these 81 stupa pagodas were formed by 200000 strong men! 

These 200,000 soldiers were evenly distributed among the million-strong North Mystic Army. Therefore, 

the 81 stupa pagodas were also placed in various important positions in the Army! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

In the next moment, the 81 stupa statues started to glow again! 

Eighty-one spiritual lights intertwined and formed a huge iron Futu Dharma form above the beixuan 

warrior’s head! 

Logically speaking, the attack of more than 500000 firecloud Warriors should have been enough to kill 

an opponent of the same level! 

However, at this moment, the vital essence used to form the iron Futu Dharma was obviously higher 

than the cultivation level of the fire cloud Warriors! The point was that the iron Futu Dharma power 

completely ignored the heavenly evil fire! 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as the heavenly evil fire touched the iron Futu Dharma laksana, it was blown away by the wind 

like smoke. It couldn’t even hurt half a hair of the people! 

Immediately after, more than 500000 streaks of vital essence blasted down. It looked extremely 

powerful and fierce, but when they landed on the iron Futu, it gave people the feeling that it was all 

bark and no bite! 
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The true core strength dispersed, but the iron Futu Dharma form remained unmoved! It was like a light 

drizzle, unable to cause any damage to the soldiers of beixuan. Killing beixuan’s soldiers was just a 

daydream! 

“How is that possible? the 200000 Warriors who have formed the Buddha Dharma are all weaker than 

my firecloud Warriors! ‘Why … Why is he able to block all the attacks of the flaming Cloud Warriors so 

easily?’ That’s impossible …” 

E Huo Yuntian sucked in a breath of cold air. His eyes were as wide as a bull’s. He couldn’t believe what 

he was seeing. 

At the same time, e Huo Yuntian felt his face burning hot! It was as if he had been slapped by an invisible 

hand! 

Just a moment ago, e Huo Yuntian was still saying that if Chen Xiaobei went back on his word, he would 

be looked down upon by the people of the entire fiery cloud territory! 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei not go back on his word, he had actually fulfilled his promise! Let alone three 

minutes, even if he gave them 30 or 300 minutes, the fire cloud Warriors wouldn’t be able to hurt the 

beixuan Warriors! 

The livestream’s viewers were in an uproar! 

As expected, His Majesty, the North Mystic honorable King, wasn’t just acting cool! The firecloud 

Warriors ‘attacks were completely useless! Three minutes passed by quickly! 

During the battle formation, e Huo Yuntian directly admitted defeat and did not dare to fight! The 

beixuan Warriors had the upper hand in every aspect, including killing, breaking formations, and 

defending. They had completely crushed the fire cloud Warriors! From this, it could be seen that His 

Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic, was much stronger than e Huo Yuntian! 

We’ve been hoping that His Majesty-the Honorable King of North Mystic-will win since the beginning! 

Now it seems that our wish will be realized soon! 

Xuanji, His Majesty, the North Mystic honorable King, will definitely win! If he takes over the fire cloud 

region, he will definitely bring us a bright future! 

Yingluo is great! Long live the North Mystic Lord … Long live … Long live the Lord … 

In terms of formations and weapons, he won two rounds! Chen Xiaobei’s display of strength and 

strength had completely changed the audience’s initial thoughts! 

At first, the audience did not think that Chen Xiaobei would win, but now, they were all in favor of him! 

In his heart, he had even replaced e Huo Yuntian with Chen Xiaobei, and regarded Chen Xiaobei as the 

new master of the firecloud territory! 

“No! This King has not lost yet!” 

Although everyone could see that the fire cloud Warriors had been completely defeated, e Huo Yuntian 

would not admit defeat so easily.”My firecloud Warriors are flying in the air. Even if they can’t defeat 

the beixuan Army, they won’t be defeated! In this battle, the two sides should be tied!” 



As soon as he said that, the audience naturally scoffed and looked down on him. 

E Huo Yuntian was too shameless! Wars were all head-on clashes! His firecloud warrior was like a turtle, 

cowering in midair and not daring to fight, yet he still had the face to say it was a draw! 

Who in the fire cloud region didn’t know that he, e Huo Yuntian, was a shameless and despicable man? 

Who didn’t know? 

Yingluo is too disgusting! You clearly lost, but you still want to act shamelessly! He was really shameless 

and invincible! 

But then again! It seemed that the North Xuan Army really couldn’t do anything to the fire cloud 

Warriors. If this stalemate continued, e Huo Yuntian would continue to act shamelessly. This was a 

stalemate! 

The audience was very worried that Chen Xiaobei would not be able to deal with it. They were afraid 

that this great victory would be snatched away by the shameless e Huo Yuntian! 

“Who said this was a draw?” 

Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” I’ve given you three minutes! Now, it’s my turn to 

fight back!” 

“What? You want to fight back?” 

E Huo Yuntian’s expression froze for a moment. Then, he burst into laughter,”Chen Zhufeng! You must 

be talking in your sleep! Where are you going to find hundreds of thousands of flying swords? Without a 

flying sword, how could you counterattack? Even if you’re anxious, don’t talk nonsense! This will only 

make you a laughingstock!” 

“Yes, I don’t have hundreds of thousands of flying swords!” 

The corners of Chen Xiaobei’s mouth lifted into a devilish smile. however, I have 200000 ‘heavenly 

howling wind swords’. It’s enough to make you accept your loss! 

“Howling wind? Heavenly Sword? What’s that?” E Huo Yuntian was confused. He did not know what 

Chen Xiaobei was talking about. 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

At this moment, 200000 soldiers in the middle and rear of the beixuan Army released 200000 black-

feathered Eagles from their spirit beast bracelets! 

These 200,000 soldiers were all wearing light armor and holding specially made dark steel swords! 

These 200,000 light armored warriors were well-trained and their movements were experienced. In the 

blink of an eye, they all jumped onto the back of the black-feathered Eagle! They turned into 200000 

black shadows and instantly shot into the sky! 

“Winged cavalry! That … That is the legendary flying cavalry!” 



E Huo Yuntian’s pupils couldn’t help but contract,”Chen Zhufeng has the ability to tame 200000 wild 

black-feathered Eagles? This … This can’t be an illusion, right? It’s impossible for ordinary people to do 

it!” 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

Right at this moment, e Huo Yuntian was still in shock. The 200000 light armored warriors mounted on 

black shadows had already charged into the midst of the fire cloud Warriors! 
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The black-feathered Eagles were all one-star earth-god level! With the help of the demon beast’s innate 

talent, their flying speed was much faster than flying swords of the same level! Their combat strength 

was also much stronger than humans of the same level! 

As for the Warriors riding on the Eagle’s back, all of them were wearing light armor and holding specially 

made light swords. The armor was all custom-made for aerial combat! 

Most importantly, these Warriors were not afraid of the evil flames. Furthermore, the combat strength 

that they could unleash was far stronger than the fire cloud Warriors! 

And most importantly, the Warriors riding on the back of these Eagles were all experts in aerial combat! 

From the first day he became a warrior, he put all his effort into training his aerial combat skills and 

tactics! It could be said to be a full-time air Force! It was born for aerial combat! 

But in comparison, the flying swords of the fire cloud Warriors were all collected at the last minute. In 

fact, they were not good at air combat at all! 

Comparing the two, the final result was already clear even before the two sides fought! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

The black shadows rushed into the crowd in the blink of an eye! 

Immediately after, the shrill sound of sharp blades cutting through the air erupted in the sky! 

The fire cloud Warriors were at a disadvantage in both speed and strength. More importantly, they were 

not good at aerial combat! 

When the two weapons met, the strong and the weak were instantly determined! 

The whistling sound of each blade in the air was accompanied by the splattering of hot blood! 

It was either the beixuan soldiers who would behead the enemy with their sharp swords or the black-

feathered Eagles who would tear the enemy’s stomach open with their sharp claws! 

In an instant, screams filled the air! 

The remains, internal organs, and blood of the firecloud Warriors fell like a storm! 
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In just a few minutes, the ground had already been covered in corpses and blood! 

In the sky, there was not a single fire cloud Warrior left. Only the 200000 Air Force soldiers and 200000 

black-feathered Eagles were still intact! 

The difference between the two sides was too great. More than 500000 firecloud Warriors had been 

annihilated, while the 200000 beixuan Warriors had only suffered some superficial injuries. Most of 

them were unscathed! 

“H-how is this possible? More than 500000 firecloud Warriors … Annihilated by 200000 people … In the 

end, they couldn’t even kill a single person … Oh my God … Am I hallucinating …” 

E Huo Yuntian was dumbstruck. He simply couldn’t believe his eyes. 

E Huo Yuntian had ruled the fire cloud region for tens of millions of years. He had experienced at least 

eight hundred Wars, if not a thousand! 

However, this was the first time e Huo Yuntian had experienced such a crushing defeat. In fact, it was 

the first time he had heard of it! 

If it wasn’t for the pungent smell of blood in the surroundings, e Huo Yuntian would have thought that 

he was dreaming, and everything he saw was just an illusion! 

“Funny!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at e Huo Yuntian’s dejected face and laughed evilly, ” originally, even if you were to 

suffer a crushing defeat on land, you would at least be able to make us pay a price! 

“But you made all the firecloud Warriors fly into the air! This is the same as sending them to the home 

ground of the northern mystery army! To put it bluntly, this was sending sheep into the Tiger’s mouth! 

It’s suicide!” 

…… 

“Sending sheep into the Tiger’s mouth? It’s … It’s pure suicide …” 

E Huo Yuntian’s entire body seemed to have been struck by lightning. After a long while, he asked 

embarrassedly,”Chen Zhufeng … What’s going on? That group of barbarians! That group of heavy armor 

Warriors! That group of iron Futu! There’s still the North Mystic heavenly Army!” 

“Who are they? Why were they immune to the heavenly evil flame? Why were they able to defeat the 

strong despite being weaker? This was not logical! All of this didn’t make sense! I want to know what’s 

going on. ” 

Without a doubt, this crushing defeat was like a vicious slap to the face. Not only did it completely slap e 

Huo Yuntian’s face in front of the 50 billion spectators, but it had also slapped e Huo Yuntian’s heart 

until he was completely dumbfounded! He couldn’t understand! 

“Since you’ve asked so sincerely, I’ll be merciful and tell you!” 



of course! Chen Xiaobei smiled. the four types of soldiers you’re asking about are the beixuan 

Berserkers! The beixuan heavy-armored guards! The beixuan Iron Pagoda! The beixuan heaven-battling 

Army!” 

Chen Xiaobei waved his hand, and the eight hundred thousand soldiers of the four military types held 

their heads high, showing off their most majestic and heroic bearing! 

Of course, the camera of the live broadcast also showed the mighty appearance of the 800000 soldiers! 

The 50 billion viewers were naturally amazed and full of praise! 

However, no one knew that the four troops of bei Xuan that Chen Xiaobei mentioned came from the 

nine Li Magus tribes, namely the Berserker tribe, the xuanzhong tribe, the stupa tribe, and the Xiaofeng 

tribe! 

On the other hand, e Huo Yuntian seemed to have thought of something. However, he had been 

frowning the entire time, as if he had not thought of a definite answer! 

After all, the nine Li ancient clan was exterminated 30 million years ago. At that time, e Huo Yuntian was 

probably not even born yet! He might have heard of them, but he would not be able to recognize the 

origins of these four soldiers immediately! 

“Chen Zhufeng! You still haven’t answered this King’s last two questions!” E Huo Yuntian’s eyes focused 

as he asked. 

“What’s the hurry? I didn’t say I wasn’t going to tell you! Since you’ve already lost to me, I’ll naturally 

make you lose clearly!” 

first of all, my beixuan soldiers are not afraid of the heavenly evil fire because I gave them the flame 

immunity pill! Chen Xiaobei said. Secondly, the reason why the beixuan soldiers were able to display 

such strength was because I gave them the explosive blood pill!” 

“Fire avoidance pill? Explosive blood boiling pill?” E Huo Yuntian was stunned again. He felt that these 

two medicinal pills were somewhat familiar, but he just couldn’t remember when and where he had 

heard of them. 

In fact, these two elixirs were both from the ” fiery King’s Secret alchemy technique “! 

However, e Huo Yuntian was originally a fake reincarnation of fiery King, so he naturally didn’t know the 

details of these two medicinal pills! 

Chen Xiaobei did not mention the fiery King, but smiled and said, ” “I’ve already refined the fire evasion 

pill! And in the few days that I was preparing for this battle, I refined the explosive boiling blood pill! 

With my four soldiers, it’s enough to make you lose completely!” 

“Lost!” E Huo Yuntian’s entire body trembled. He couldn’t help but swallow his saliva. His expression 

became incomparably complicated. 

“Right! You’ve lost! In front of the 50 billion people of fire cloud, we have completely lost!” 



you … Chen Xiaobei raised his brows. if you’re still a man, you should keep your promise. Abdicate the 

throne and hand over the fire cloud territory to me! 

“Abdicate? Hand over the fire cloud region?” 

E Huo Yuntian was like a fierce tiger that had been stabbed in the face. He suddenly became 

furious,”No! This King has not lost yet! This King … This King wants to fight with you!” 

As soon as he said that, the live broadcast room exploded! 
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What the f * ck! E Huo Yuntian was too shameless! Just now, he had patted his chest and promised that 

he would admit defeat completely if he lost the war and give the fire cloud region to His Majesty, the 

Honorable King of North Mystic! But now, he was eating his own words, simply shameless! 

[ Yi Yi E fire cloud sky! ] You’re too shameless! Although I’m just a child, I also look down on you! My 

father, my mother, and my entire family have looked down on you! 

[ Yi Yi E fire cloud sky! ] You’ve really disappointed me! I used to think that you were an Overlord of a 

region, an indomitable hero! The person I admire the most is you! Even if you don’t dare to fight in 

formations and lost your warrior weapon, I still admire you! But now, you actually went back on your 

word! What kind of man was he? I don’t have the face to say that I admire you anymore! From today 

onwards, I will draw a clear line between us! I’m ashamed of you! 

[ Yi Yi E fire cloud sky! ] Get out of the fire cloud domain! You’re not even a man! He’s even less worthy 

of being our respected King! 

Get out of the fire cloud region! Get lost … 

As the saying goes, justice is in the heart! Everyone had a balance in their hearts! 

E Huo Yuntian had imposed heavy taxes in the fire cloud region, and was a despotic ruler. The vast 

majority of the people did not like e Huo Yuntian! 

At this moment, seeing e Huo Yuntian’s shamelessness, these people who didn’t like e Huo Yuntian were 

even more disgusted! He was even more disgusted! He hated that he couldn’t immediately chase e Huo 

Yuntian away! 

Of course, e Huo Yuntian had ruled the fire cloud region for tens of millions of years. Among the 

commoners, there were a small number of people who had once worshipped e Huo Yuntian, and even 

believed in him! 

But at this moment, e Huo Yuntian had actually gone back on his words. He had just made a promise, 

but he had immediately gone back on it. This was simply slapping his own face, slapping the faces of his 

worshippers, and slapping the faces of his followers! 

E Huo Yuntian’s reneging made every worshiper and believer feel their cheeks burning. They felt 

ashamed, and even couldn’t raise their heads! 
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It was very, very difficult for people to establish faith! However, it was very easy to make people’s 

beliefs collapse! 

Without a doubt, e Huo Yuntian’s current actions were equivalent to him personally destroying the faith 

in the hearts of his followers! 

Who would believe in a despicable and shameless person who went back on his word? If he were to tell 

others that the person he worshipped and believed in the most was e Huo Yuntian, he would definitely 

be ridiculed and despised! 

Because of this, those who didn’t like e Huo Yuntian hated him even more! Those who originally 

worshipped and believed in e Huo Yuntian had all drawn a clear line with him! 

At this moment, the 50 billion people in the fire cloud domain could be said to be United like never 

before. The goal of the realm was the same! 

Everyone’s heart was filled with hope! 

He hoped that Chen Xiaobei would be able to defeat e Huo Yuntian completely, and use his most 

powerful method to take down the fire cloud territory. He would not give e Huo Yuntian any chance to 

make a comeback! 

“Oh, my fellow villagers, please calm down! In fact, I had already expected e Huo Yuntian to act 

shamelessly! Of course, I also have a way to deal with it!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled. He was not angry at all. In fact, he did not even feel anything. 

Why would someone as smart as Chen Xiaobei keep e Huo Yuntian’s promise? 

In fact, the reason why Chen Xiaobei did not get angry but laughed instead was because Chen Xiaobei 

had already seen through e Huo Yuntian and the whole plan! 

It could even be said that Chen Xiaobei wanted e Huo Yuntian to go back on his word! 

This was because they were currently in the middle of a live broadcast. If e Huo Yuntian were to go back 

on his word, it would be equivalent to slapping his own face and slapping the faces of all his supporters! 

In this way, all the commoners in the fire cloud region would completely abandon e Huo Yuntian! They 

had turned to support Chen Xiaobei! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei could win this battle and take over the firecloud domain, everything would be 

smooth-sailing! 

“Chen Zhufeng! Don’t talk about those useless things!” 

E Huo Yuntian narrowed his eyes and coldly said,”The winner is the king, and the loser is the bandit! This 

King is asking you now, do you dare to fight with this King!” 

“You don’t dare to fight in formations! Warrior weapon, you are defeated! General fighting …” 

“Why wouldn’t I dare?” Chen Xiaobei grinned. I promise you, no matter how you want to fight, I will 

accompany you to the end!” 



Xuanji, His Majesty, the beixuan honorable King, was so so so so so so domineering! This was a true iron-

blooded man! 

I’m starting to admire His Majesty, the North Mystic Lord! 

His Majesty-the glorious North Mystic Lord-was the true hero of-region! In comparison, e Huo Yuntian 

was simply trash! 

Although Wufu said that, the next round was a battle of generals! The generals of both sides were facing 

each other head-on! I’m afraid it’ll be difficult for His Majesty, the North Mystic Lord, to win! 

Oh, right … E Huo Yuntian’s cultivation base had reached the peak of seven-star earth immortal! He even 

had a peak seven-star earth-god instrument in his hand! Even the respectable Kings of the surrounding 

few great capital cities would at most find it difficult to fight to a draw … 

If that’s the case-doesn’t that mean that His Majesty-the Honorable King of North Mystic-is probably 

dead? Why did he still accept e Huo Yuntian’s challenge? 

All of a sudden, the people started to like Chen Xiaobei more and more. They even started to worship 

him. At the same time, they started to worry for Chen Xiaobei. 

“Good! You’re really straightforward!” 

E Huo Yuntian did not give Chen Xiaobei the chance to back out. He immediately said, ” “A battle of 

generals means that you and I will have a one-on-one duel! Since you’ve already agreed, then we’ll 

immediately start a war! You don’t have any objections, do you?” 

“Wait a moment!” 

what? ” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. since it’s a one-on-one battle, shouldn’t you keep your 

Mount and mine first? ” 

Chen Xiaobei was standing on The Burning Sky Eagle! Under e Huo Yuntian’s feet was a huge red python 

with wings on its back! 

Judging from its essence, Qi, and spirit, the red Python’s cultivation should be similar to Burning Sky 

Battle Eagle’s, which was a mid-stage seven-star earth immortal! 

E Huo Yuntian rolled his eyes and said with a faint smile,”This King’s Fire feather Python and Burning Sky 

battling Eagle are about the same in strength, at most they will be a draw, there is no use keeping it! 

Then keep them all!” 

Just as e Huo Yuntian had said, the strength of the two demonic beasts was about the same. Even if they 

stayed on the battlefield, they wouldn’t be able to change the outcome of the battle. 

But e Huo Yuntian wanted to weaken Chen Xiaobei’s help as much as possible, so he was willing to keep 

the demonic beast. 

This way, e Huo Yuntian only needed to kill Chen Xiaobei and all his problems would be solved! 

“Chi … Chi …” 



E Huo Yuntian and Chen Xiaobei waved their hands at the same time and kept the fiery-feathered 

Python and Burning Sky Battle Eagle. 

“Clang” 

Immediately after, e Huo Yuntian took out a bright red battle blade that looked like a blazing flame! 

Chen Zhufeng! he sneered. Chen Zhufeng! This is this King’s Fire-stabilizing Divine Blade! Do you think 

that you can take a single strike with your strength?” 

“I’ll correct you! The fire-stabilizing divine saber was one of fiery King’s 12 earth-god instruments! It’s 

not yours!” 

“Not only can I take this knife, I want to take this knife!” To comfort the fiery King’s spirit in heaven!” 
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 “Accept?” 

E Huo Yuntian’s eyes focused as he coldly said,”Chen Zhufeng! You are the most arrogant, Savage, and 

condescending person this King has ever seen! What makes you think you can win?” 

“Cut the crap! Won’t you know if you can win or not after you try?” Chen Xiaobei shrugged 

nonchalantly, but his calm tone was overbearing. It was as if everything was under his control! 

“Since you want to die, this King will fulfill your wish!” E Huo Yuntian roared and suddenly waved the 

fire-stabilizing Divine Blade in his hand! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In an instant, the terrifying power of true essence burst out! 

A huge fire Magic Image was formed in the direction of the blade! 

The fire demon waved its claws and seemed to tear open a burning Door to Hell! 

The extremely hot flames danced and boiled crazily as if they were going to burn everything in the world 

into ashes and even break time and space! Other than the raging fire, nothing else in the world existed! 

Wufu is so terrifying! That … That Fire Magic Image was 20000 meters tall! It reached the heavens and 

the earth, extremely vigorous! It was the power of a peak seven-star earth-god! E Huo Yuntian was 

going all out to kill His Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic, in one strike! 

Tao Wu is terrifying … Too terrifying … E Huo Yuntian’s strength is already very strong, and with this fire-

stabilizing divine saber, he’s like a tiger that has grown wings. Can His Majesty, the Honorable King of 

North Mystic, really block him? 

Wufu-if His Majesty can’t take this blow, all our hopes will be destroyed! If e Huo Yuntian continues to 

rule the fire cloud region, he will definitely treat us even more cruelly! It was hell on earth … 

 seeing this, the People’s worry increased. 

The people were not only worried for Chen Xiaobei, but also for their own future. 
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All 50 billion people were supporting Chen Xiaobei! 

With e Huo Yuntian’s personality, once he defeated Chen Xiaobei, he would definitely impose higher 

taxes and implement more brutal policies in the future! 

50 billion people would all fall into the abyss of darkness! He would live a miserable life without hope! 

He had personally experienced the despair of being born in hell! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang! Clang!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all. His face was calm and composed, as if he did not care 

about the fire Magic Image at all! 

With a wave of his hand, Chen Xiaobei took out five pieces of magical equipment! 

The gold feather fan! Clear moon spiritual rhinoceros sword! Water-splitting mysterious blade! Yan fire 

Warblade! The earth suppressing Warhammer! 

These five magical treasures corresponded to the five attributes of metal, wood, water, fire, and earth! 

He was Chen Xiaobei’s strongest trump card! 

However, e Huo Yuntian laughed when he saw this! 

“Chen Zhufeng! Are you scared silly?” 

E Huo Yuntian said indifferently,”the profound gold feather fan is my son e Huo’s magic treasure!” The 

Nan Huo Warblade was a treasure hidden in White Wolf City! The water-splitting blade and the earth-

suppressing battle hammer are the magic weapons of the two city Lords of the eight fiery ramparts, 

brilliant fire and shining fire!” 

“As for that green short sword, this King doesn’t know where it came from! However, I can confirm that 

this sword is the same as the other four magical treasures. They are all mid-stage seven-star earth-god 

instruments!” 

E Huo Yuntian said disdainfully,”this King’s Fire-stabilizing Divine Blade is a peak seven-star earth-god 

instrument, two whole minor realms higher than the five magical treasures you have!” Even if I gave you 

fifty, you still wouldn’t be able to take a single strike from me, let alone five!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled calmly and said, ” “Heh, it’s just two minor realms, what’s the big deal? If it wasn’t 

for the fact that I’m worried about my magic treasure being damaged, I’d be able to fight even if I’m one 

major realm higher!” 

“What? A major realm?” 

E Huo Yuntian couldn’t help but burst into laughter when he heard this.”Chen Zhufeng! You’re not just 

arrogant! You’re a complete poser! He actually said such stupid and childish words! Even a three-year-

old child would not believe you!” 

“If you don’t believe me, you can try!” Chen Xiaobei activated all five of his magical items! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 



The five magical items burned the spiritual Qi that Chen Xiaobei had already injected into them, 

activating their respective five elements of metal, wood, water, fire, and earth, and turned into five 

giant Dharma images! 

“Chen Zhufeng! You’re so stupid!” 

E Huo Yuntian’s smile became even more brilliant when he saw this,”Your five magical treasures are all 

mid-stage seven-star! Even if they combined their strength, they would not be able to reach the late 

stage! You’re daydreaming if you think you can compare to this King’s Peak power!” 

“An ordinary combined attack is naturally useless!” Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and shouted. 

“Five! Alright! Big! Daoist!” 

With a wave of his hand, Chen Xiaobei threw out five pieces of jade that were shining with spiritual light! 

The Golden Lion Jade seal! Green Lotus Jade! The blue jade skeleton! The Crimson flame jade pendant! 

Black Yellow jade talisman! 

These five pieces of precious Jade were all left behind by the spirit condensation fairy. Not only did they 

each have their own special abilities, but when combined together, they could also activate the power 

of the five elements! 

Hua … Hua … Hua … Hua … Hua … Hua … 

In the next moment, the vital essence of the five Dharma Treasures was injected into the corresponding 

precious Jade! 

Then, the five elements Dao started to operate according to the laws of wood burning fire, fire burning 

Earth, earth burning metal, and metal burning water! 

Every time the five elements of true Qi resonated with each other, the power would increase by a little! 

Back then, Chen Xiaobei only had three mid-stage seven-star earth-god instruments, but he had used 

the power of the five elements to defeat Jia Sheng and Jia si, who could unleash the power of a late-

stage seven-star! 

By now, Chen Xiaobei had gathered all the five elemental treasures. So, after one full cycle, his power 

had reached the peak of a seven-star! 

Furthermore, this power had turned into Water-type power! 

Water subdued fire! 

Both of them were at the peak of the seven-star earth-god level, but Chen Xiaobei’s attack could 

counter e Huo Yuntian’s attack! 

“Exterminate!” 

five elements Dao! Chen Xiaobei roared, and the five elements Dao exploded! 

“Hualala …” 



The last of the water ethereal force, with the power of a peak seven-star earth level deity, was suddenly 

blasted out. It turned into a huge water dragon in the air and directly blasted toward the fire demon! 

The power level was the same, but the attribute was the perfect counter! 

The fire demon image was instantly suppressed, and as the Water Dragon image continued to exert 

pressure, it was forced to retreat. After a moment of stalemate, it completely collapsed! 

“BOOM!” 

As the Water Dragon broke through the fire devil image, it followed the momentum and directly 

exploded on e Huo Yuntian’s head! 

“My God … What … What kind of power is this? How can a mid-stage seven-star earth-god instrument 

unleash such terrifying power … Why?” 

E Huo Yuntian’s face turned pale with fright as he circulated his protective Zhen Yuan with all his might 

to resist the power of the Water Dragon! 

Fortunately, e Huo Yuntian’s own cultivation base had also reached the peak of the seven-star earth 

immortal realm. Although the Water Dragon’s attributes were restrained, the fire demon had already 

blocked most of its power! 

Therefore, this attack was finally successfully dissolved by e Huo Yuntian’s protective Zhen Yuan! 

“You can hide, but you can’t hide!” 

“If I use the five elements Dao one more time, you, e Huo Yuntian, will be defeated!” Doujiang, you still 

can’t beat me!” 

“No! This King has not lost! I still have 500 million soldiers!” 

E Huo Yuntian flew into a rage out of humiliation, and continued to deny it,”Chen Zhufeng! You forced 

this King into this! Now, this King will make you suffer the wrath of an Army of 500 million!” 

“Whoosh!” 

E Huo Yuntian pointed to the sky and released a stream of fire true essence! 

True essence exploded, and it was as gorgeous as fireworks! 

It was obvious that e Huo Yuntian was sending a signal to the 500 million troops ten li away, asking them 

to immediately rush over to assist in the battle! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2795: ultimate battle of wits 

Yingluo is shameless! E Huo Yuntian! You’re too shameless! He didn’t dare to use formations, his 

weapons were defeated, and his generals were defeated! You don’t have anything that can beat His 

Majesty, the North Mystic honorable King, and you’re still not admitting defeat! 

I’ve lived for hundreds of years, but I’ve never seen such a shameless person! He reneged on the bet he 

made! Shameless! He was extremely shameless! 
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Yingluo-everyone, stop cursing! The most important question right now was, how was his Majesty, the 

North Mystic honorable King, going to deal with e Huo Yuntian’s 500 million strong Army? 

Yingluo, yes! The gathering of 500 million troops could push the power of the “great evil fire cloud 

formation” to the limit of a one-star heaven immortal! No matter how powerful His Majesty, the North 

Mystic honorable King, was, there was no way he could have blocked it! 

Was Qianqian saying that all the efforts of His Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic, had been in 

vain? 

The heavens are blind! A truly capable person would lose to a shameless person in the end! Truly, a 

shameless person is invincible! Who would be a gentleman in the future? Let’s just be shameless 

villains! 

The livestream room was in an uproar. Everyone was cursing e Huo Yuntian’s shameless behavior. At the 

same time, everyone was worried for Chen Xiaobei! 

The Army of 500 million was only ten miles away. With their one-star earth-god cultivation, they would 

arrive at the battlefield in no time! 

By then, Chen Xiaobei would have to face an attack from a one-star heavenly immortal! 

Even if Chen Xiaobei had the five elements great Dao, he would not be able to fight against a divine 

immortal. He would definitely lose and all his efforts would be in vain! 

“Go ahead and scold! You guys can curse this King to your heart’s content! No matter how fiercely you 

curse, this King will not lose a piece of flesh!” 

E Huo Yuntian laughed arrogantly. He was completely shameless,”The winner is king and the loser is 

Bandit! As long as I continue to rule the fire cloud region, I will make all the lowly people who have 

cursed me pay a painful price! It would make all the lowlifes curse Chen Zhufeng instead! In the end, this 

King is the final winner! Hahaha …” 

As soon as he said that, the curses in the livestream reduced by half! 

The commoners were very clear that once e Huo Yuntian won, he would definitely make the lives of the 

commoners even more painful! Under the threat of e Huo Yuntian’s tyranny, the people had no choice 

but to respect e Huo Yuntian as their King and follow his orders to call Chen Xiaobei a thief! 

The winner was King and the loser was vilified! The strong were respected! 

History was written by the king, and most of the truth had been buried! 

Hundreds and thousands of years later, the world would only remember the fire cloud dynasty and not 

the bandits from beixuan! 

In the eyes of the people, Chen Xiaobei could not possibly defeat the 500 million strong Army! 

Who was the king and who was the bandit, it was already clear at a glance! 

Because of this, the commoners no longer dared to curse at e Huo Yuntian! 



Although he was angry, he didn’t dare to say anything. He was extremely depressed! 

However, just as the people were feeling extremely depressed and e Huo Yuntian was laughing 

arrogantly, Chen Xiaobei stood where he was without a trace of fear. It was as if he had already found a 

way to deal with this! 

“Chen Zhufeng! Are you scared silly?” 

E Huo Yuntian grinned evilly,”if this King were you, I would seize the time to launch an attack and hit this 

King immediately!” Or, they would tuck their tails between their legs and flee! But you’re just standing 

there in a daze, are you waiting for death?” 

hehe! Formation, weapon, and general … You lost to me in every aspect! Chen Xiaobei laughed. You 

should be the one running away with your tail between your legs!” 

“Yes! This King has lost three matches in a row! But what about it?” E Huo Yuntian laughed sinisterly,”as 

the saying goes, all’s fair in war!” At the end of the day, the most important thing in a war is still a battle 

of wits!” 

“A battle of wits?” Chen Xiaobei narrowed his eyes and laughed.”You keep denying it, how is this a 

battle of wits? It was clearly a face-off! In terms of shamelessness, I, Chen Zhufeng, am no match for 

you!” 

you … e Huo Yuntian was so angry that he almost vomited blood onto the ceiling. 

“This King has already said it! All’s fair in war!” 

E Huo Yuntian flew into a rage out of humiliation and shouted,”You can’t blame this King for playing 

tricks in this battle! You can only blame your own stupidity! Blame yourself for believing this King so 

easily! Although you are brave, you have no plans! The ultimate defeat is inevitable!” 

“Heh, who said I would lose?” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei laughed. the reason I didn’t continue to attack you or retreat was because I 

wanted you to open your eyes and see! In terms of intelligence, you’re just a piece of trash in front of 

me!” 

“What? You dare to call this King a little scum?” E Huo Yuntian was so angry that his eyes were wide 

open, as if they were about to spit fire. 

“Don’t be so excited! You’ll admit that you’re a little scum very soon!” Chen Xiaobei smiled confidently. 

At the same time, the millions of beixuan soldiers had regrouped and formed a formation behind Chen 

Xiaobei, waiting for the enemy to arrive! 

What’s going on with Yingluo? Why didn’t His Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic, continue to 

attack e Huo Yuntian with the five elements? Why didn’t they retreat? Why didn’t they call for 

reinforcements from fire cloud capital city? What was his Majesty, the North Mystic Lord, trying to do? 

Yingluo-yes! There were still 150 million soldiers in the royal city. Why didn’t His Majesty, the North 

Mystic Lord, send them over to help? 



Could it be that His Majesty, the Honorable King of beixuan, was going to rely on the one million beixuan 

soldiers to resist the 500 million-strong enemy? This … Wasn’t this daydreaming? 

Yingluo, it’s too late! The enemy’s 500 million strong Army was about to arrive. If the North Mystic 

honorable King did not react soon, he would not even have the chance to escape! 

The people had been watching the battle closely. They could not understand Chen Xiaobei’s actions, and 

they were getting more worried! 

“Everyone, there’s no need to worry!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” that was a million versus a million! None of our beixuan soldiers died, 

but the entire enemy Army was annihilated! This is the absolute suppression of force!” 

“Next, since we’re going to fight with our wits, there’s no need to use force! I will use my intelligence to 

suppress e Huo Yuntian and his 500 million troops!” 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

Yingying crushed an Army of 500 million with her intelligence? How … How could this be possible? It was 

impossible! (Unbelievable) 

No! It would be impossible for anyone else to say so, but it was definitely possible for His Majesty, the 

North Mystic Lord, to say so! (Absolute trust) 

Yingluo-yes! Before the battle, His Majesty the beixuan Lord had said that not a single beixuan soldier 

would die! We even said that he was pretentious and mocked him for being stupid! However, the final 

result was just as he had said! We can’t help but be convinced! 

Yingluo was right! His Majesty, the North Mystic Lord, was simply too, too, too domineering! Since he 

had said it, he would definitely do it! (I strongly support this) 

Xuanji was waiting for His Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic, to crush everyone with his 

intelligence! Take over the fire cloud domain! He would bring us a more blissful and beautiful life! 

He crushed his intelligence! Just thinking about it made him look forward to it! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2796: direct poison kill 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei had requested for the battle to be broadcasted live at the very beginning. 

Its most fundamental purpose was to win over the hearts of the 50 billion viewers! 

At first, the people did not support Chen Xiaobei. But after two slaps in the face, they began to fear 

Chen Xiaobei. They no longer dared to mock or look down on him! Then, Chen Xiaobei’s domineering 

declaration won the respect of many people! 

Soon after, e Huo Yuntian went back on his words, causing those who didn’t like him to hate him even 

more, and those who respected and believed in him to completely abandon him! 

At this moment, of the 50 billion people, there was no one who supported e Huo Yuntian! 
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On the contrary, the people began to respect Chen Xiaobei! Support Chen Xiaobei! Trust Chen Xiaobei! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had declared that he would crush the 500 million soldiers with his 

intelligence, the people still chose to believe and support him! 

From this, it could be seen that this was a successful battle, and a successful live broadcast! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei could fulfill his promise to crush the 500 million soldiers with his intelligence, he 

would be able to conquer all the people of the firecloud domain! 

“Boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …” 

Only to hear waves of orderly roars, e Huo Yuntian’s 500 million troops had already arrived on the 

battlefield with powerful steps! 

Compared to the Army of 500 million people, Chen Xiaobei’s figure was as small as an ant! 

They could not imagine how Chen Xiaobei was going to fight against an Army of 500 million! 

“Chen Zhufeng! Tell me! How do you want to die?” 

E Huo Yuntian stood arrogantly in front of the 500 million strong Army, with an extremely arrogant 

sneer on his face, ” “Just now, you didn’t pursue and attack, nor did you escape! Now, if this King wants 

to kill you, it will be as easy as crushing an ant!” 

“Is that so?” Chen Xiaobei grinned and asked, ” “Then, have you ever thought about why I didn’t 

pursue? Why didn’t you take a taxi? Am I courting death?” 

this … e Huo Yuntian’s expression turned blank. He was immediately at a loss for words. 

According to a normal person’s train of thought, Chen Xiaobei should have used the five elements Dao 

to continue his pursuit until he killed e Huo Yuntian! Or escape before the 500 million troops arrive! 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not chase after him, nor did he run away! 

This was something that e Huo Yuntian could not understand! 

In fact, not only e Huo Yuntian, but the 50 billion viewers could not understand Chen Xiaobei’s actions! 

Was Chen Xiaobei really just waiting for death? 

Obviously not! 

The reason why Chen Xiaobei dared to stay where he was was 10000% because he had already thought 

of a strategy! 

As he thought of this, e Huo Yuntian couldn’t help but feel a little flustered,”Chen Zhufeng! What are 

you up to?” 

“Heh, didn’t you say it yourself? All’s fair in war! Why are you scared again?” 

“Don’t say that I’m bullying you!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. I can tell you the plan now! Your 500 million 

soldiers have all been poisoned! With just a thought, I can completely wipe them out!” 



“What? Poisoned?” 

E Huo Yuntian’s expression turned blank. He repeatedly shook his head and said,”Impossible! This was 

absolutely impossible! You didn’t even have the chance to poison it! It’s impossible for him to have such 

a large amount of poison!” 

As soon as he said that, the 500 million soldiers nodded their heads, not afraid at all! 

“Chen Zhufeng! You’re too lacking in standard when you’re boasting! We didn’t encounter any 

abnormalities along the way! There are no signs of poisoning!” 

“Well said! We’ve been journeying for days and we’re still in a clear state. If we were poisoned, how 

could we not know?” 

“Even if you use your toes to think, you know that Chen Zhufeng is just bluffing! He lied to us that he 

was poisoned and made us afraid! He would be able to win without a fight!” 

“Bah! You want to lie to us with such a clumsy lie? Do you think we’re stupid?” 

“Brothers! Don’t waste your time with Chen Zhufeng. Form a formation and kill him!” 

As the saying goes, seeing is believing! 

However, no one would believe Chen Xiaobei’s words! 

However, if they were to see it with their own eyes, the effect would be completely different! 

I didn’t intend to kill for no reason. If you surrender, I will give you the antidote immediately! 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” however, since you don’t want to believe me, I’ll have to 

kill some of you first to let you know that I’m not bragging! 

“Pa!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his hand and snapped his fingers! 

Apart from that, he did not do anything else! 

“Uh … Uh! Ah … Pfft … Pfft …” 

In the next moment, the fire cloud Warriors at the forefront of the 500 million soldiers began to vomit 

blood and fall to the ground one after another! 

Their faces were dark purple, their eyes were blood red, and the blood they spat out was black! 

Without a doubt, he had died from poisoning! 

how … How is this possible?! E Huo Yuntian was dumbstruck. He simply couldn’t believe his eyes. 

The remaining 500 million soldiers were so shocked that their eyes and mouths were wide open, and 

their worldview was shattered! He even suspected that this was an illusion! 

“How is it? Do you still think I’m bragging?” 



Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and scanned the crowd. His tone was very calm, but it exuded a 

domineering air of having the whole situation under control! 

No matter how you stir up the storm, I will smile indifferently! 

Only a person who controlled everything could have such a domineering aura! 

Xuanji, His Majesty, the beixuan honorable King, is too awesome! He had already poisoned all his 

enemies. No wonder he was so calm and treated 500 million people like ants! 

Xuanji-His Majesty-the North Mystic honorable King-had already planned for everything to die! Even if e 

huoyuntian was shameless and kept on going back on his word, he still wouldn’t be able to win against 

his Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic! 

Wufu, this is the real wisdom! He had calculated everything! He was invincible! 

With a snap of his fingers, Chen Xiaobei had killed a large number of fire cloud Warriors! The 

livestream’s viewers were so excited that they started to worship Chen Xiaobei even more! 

“Reporting to the king! Just now, ten thousand of our most Elite Fire cloud Warriors were poisoned to 

death! Chen Zhufeng wasn’t bragging … He really did poison them … a commander ran over and said. 

this is impossible … This is absolutely impossible … e Huo Yuntian shook his head repeatedly and roared 

with a hoarse voice, ” “Brothers! Don’t worry about Chen Zhufeng! Continue to form the formation! He 

would be completely killed! I don’t believe that he could poison 500 million people!” 

At this moment, the 500 million soldiers were still in doubt! He did not immediately execute e Huo 

Yuntian’s order! It seemed like they were still watching! 

“It seems like none of you believe me!” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said, ” “Then I’ll have to 

continue to poison more people!” 

“Uh … Ah … Uh! Pfft …” 

In the next moment, the 500 million-strong Army burst out with shrieks and wails! 

Millions of soldiers fell down and died on the spot! 

impossible … This is absolutely impossible … e Huo Yuntian seemed to have been struck by lightning, and 

was in a daze. even if Chen Zhufeng had the chance to poison them, there’s no way he could have so 

many of them! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2797: giving the antidote 

 “Uh … Uh! Ah … Pfft …” 

Screams continued to ring out as the number of soldiers on the ground shot up to 10 million! 

Screams filled the air, and corpses piled up like mountains! 

This terrifying scene completely crushed the mental state of all the Warriors of the firecloud Army! 
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Your Majesty, please spare us … Spare us … We believe you … We don’t want to die … We don’t want to 

be poisoned to death … Please spare us … 

Not long after, wails of begging for mercy burst out one after another! 

As long as one person took the lead in begging for mercy, it would be like an infectious disease that 

would instantly affect everyone! 

In just a few moments, the 500 million soldiers had all knelt on the ground, kowtowing heavily and 

begging for mercy! 

The wailing sound reverberated through the heavens and earth, filling the entire space! 

The sound of the kowtow was like an earthquake, causing the entire area to tremble! 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei had killed tens of millions of people in an instant! It had already deeply 

shocked the hearts of the 500 million soldiers! 

They believed that Chen Xiaobei could kill all of them with a single thought! 

They had no chance to fight Chen Xiaobei! He was not even qualified to bargain with Chen Xiaobei! 

Their only way out was to beg for mercy! 

“Get up! All of you, get up for this King! A bunch of trash! A bunch of cowards! This King has raised you 

for nothing!” 

E Huo Yuntian’s entire face had become distorted. His breathing was rapid, and his entire body was 

trembling. It was as if he had just eaten a lump of steaming hot poop. He felt depressed, and his heart 

and liver were penetrated. 

As the saying goes, soldiers are trained for a thousand days, but they can only be used for a moment! 

E huoyuntian had raised this 500 million-strong Army for nearly ten million years. He wanted to use this 

Army to turn defeat into victory, completely defeat Chen Xiaobei, and take back huoyun Kingdom! 

But the truth was, the 500 million soldiers were all kneeling on the ground, wagging their tails at Chen 

Xiaobei like dogs! 

Just a moment ago, e Huo Yuntian was still confident that with his 500 million troops, he could turn the 

tide and kill Chen Xiaobei! 

At this moment, the truth that was placed right in front of him had directly turned into an invisible slap, 

slapping e Huo Yuntian until he became hysterical, shattering his three views, and even causing his 

mental state to collapse! 

His 500 million strong Army had become the enemy’s lapdogs! A great victory that was at his fingertips 

had turned into a deathly white that would never be able to turn the tables! 

E Huo Yuntian felt as if he had fallen from heaven to hell! He had never felt such extreme despair in his 

life! 

“Pfft …” 



E Huo Yuntian became angrier the more he thought about it. He was so angry that he spat out a 

mouthful of blood. He knelt down on the ground as if he had lost all his strength. 

“E Huo Yuntian, even you are kneeling?” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and asked, ” “You’re not going back on your word? Not acting 

shamelessly anymore? You’re not going to continue your pointless resistance?” 

“I’ve been defeated … I’ve been completely defeated …” 

E Huo Yuntian knelt on the ground, lowered his head, and sighed in grief, ” the might of His Majesty, the 

North Mystic honorable King, is unparalleled … E Huo Yuntian is ashamed of his inferiority … Reneging, 

acting shamelessly, and resisting are all meaningless … E Huo Yuntian has lost this battle with heartfelt 

admiration … 

Obviously, the collapse of his mental state had completely dispelled e Huo Yuntian’s fighting spirit. His 

fighting spirit had been completely swept away! 

He no longer had the energy to continue fighting with Chen xiaobeidou! 

Moreover, even if he wanted to fight, he didn’t have the slightest chance of winning! 

If he didn’t kneel and admit defeat, he would die without a doubt! 

E Huo Yuntian admits defeat! That’s great! The fire cloud region had finally changed hands! We’re finally 

going to have a good life! 

Xuanji, His Majesty, the revered Lord of beixuan, was unrivaled! Fighting to the point that e Huo Yuntian 

didn’t have the strength to fight back, he was simply too handsome! 

I’ll let e huoyun do whatever he wants! He wouldn’t be able to escape from the five fingers of His 

Majesty, the Honorable King of North Mystic! This battle was won too beautifully! Winning was too 

satisfying! It was too addictive to win! 

Long live the glorious North Mystic honorable King! Long live! Long live long live! 

The 50 billion viewers were instantly excited. It felt as if the entire sky of the fire cloud domain was filled 

with thunderous cheers! The earth of the entire fire cloud region was shaken by the enthusiastic 

Jubilation! 

This was a completely different day! It was the hope to light up the dark days! It was also the beginning 

of a bright future for the entire fire cloud region! 

This day was worth remembering in the hearts of all the people! 

And the person who created this day was even more worthy of the sincere reverence of every citizen! 

They were even devout believers! 

“Alright! Today’s livestream ends here. Everyone can stay at home in peace! After e Huo Yuntian and I 

have completed the transaction, we will officially begin to govern the entire fire cloud region!” 



Chen Xiaobei was very satisfied with the results of the battle. It was a live broadcast and he had won the 

hearts of the people. It was a clean and efficient battle! 

As long as he dealt with e Huo Yuntian and the five hundred million troops, he would be able to take 

over the fire cloud region smoothly! 

Of course, the reason why Chen Xiaobei had to turn off the livestream was because what he was about 

to do next would be the real show of his intelligence! 

“Listen up! This King doesn’t want to kill innocents. Next, I will distribute the antidote! I’ll help you 

remove the poison!” 

Chen Xiaobei opened the merit points ledger and exchanged for 500 million high-grade heavenly dog 

biscuit! 

You have successfully exchanged for merit points. 500 million merit points have been deducted! 

Yingying’s current merit points are 5.83 billion (charm: 58.3 million, luck points: 58.3 million) 

Then, Chen Xiaobei was mounted on The Burning Sky Eagle, and the high-grade heavenly dog biscuit was 

scattered on the 500 million soldiers below. 

As soon as they heard that it was the antidote, the soldiers who thought they were poisoned all 

snatched the high-grade heavenly dog food and fought to consume it! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei made them recognize him as their master and turned them into 100% loyal 

dogs! 

In just one wave, Chen Xiaobei had gained 480 million loyal soldiers and generals! It was simply a huge 

profit! 

“That’s not right … Your Majesty, North Mystic supremacy! What are you doing?” 

E Huo Yuntian kneeled on the ground and asked with a blank face, ” “Didn’t you help them detoxify? 

Why would they be temporarily demented? Why do they all call you master?” 

“Heh, there’s no harm in telling you!” “They weren’t poisoned at all!” Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. I 

didn’t give them the antidote!” 

“What? They’re not poisoned?” E Huo Yuntian’s entire body seemed to have been struck by lightning, 

and his brain was about to short-circuit. 

If not for the fact that the 500 million soldiers were poisoned, they would not have knelt down and 

begged for mercy! E Huo Yuntian wouldn’t collapse and admit defeat! 

But Chen Xiaobei claimed that these 500 million people were not poisoned at all! 

This huge reversal had already exceeded e Huo Yuntian’s mental endurance, and even more so, it had 

exceeded his intellectual comprehension ability! 

“What … What is going on?” E Huo Yuntian swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly,”Didn’t you poison 

thousands of people? Why did you say that they weren’t poisoned?” 



“Poison millions of people? I’m not that cruel!” Chen Xiaobei laughed, ” You don’t have to continue 

playing dead!” 

As soon as he said that, the tens of millions of people who had been poisoned to death just now actually 

stood up one after another. 

“Oh my God … This … This this …” 

E Huo Yuntian was completely frozen on the spot. His pupils couldn’t help but contract, and his scalp 

went numb! 

Looking at the tens of millions of people, e Huo Yuntian suddenly felt that his intelligence was lacking, 

and he was completely unable to think of the cause and effect! 

Looking at Chen Xiaobei’s carefree face, e Huo Yuntian felt like he was an idiot! Chen Xiaobei’s IQ was 

way above his! They were not even on the same level! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2798: heaven-defying wisdom 

 “E Huo Yuntian, I’ve really overestimated you!” 

Chen Xiaobei laughed, ” “I’ve already revealed the answer. Haven’t you figured out the cause and 

effect? With your IQ, you still have the face to fight with me? What a joke!” 

“I …” 

E Huo Yuntian’s face was full of grievance. He lowered his voice and said, Your Majesty, the Honorable 

King of beixuan, is unparalleled in your wisdom … I admit defeat … Please answer my question, Your 

Majesty … 

At this moment, e Huo Yuntian’s mental state had already collapsed, and he had lost all his fighting 

spirit. The 500 million troops had all changed hands! 

E Huo Yuntian had lost completely. He had lost so badly that he didn’t even have a bit of temper! He 

looked at them with eager eyes, like a child asking for advice from his elder! 

“You’re really too slow-witted!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” “Didn’t you notice that the faces of the ten thousand firecloud 

Warriors I poisoned to death earlier all turned purple, and they began to vomit black blood? And the ten 

million people who fell later did not have the same symptoms!” 

this … e Huo Yuntian’s expression was startled as he said in a daze: “It was too chaotic at the time, and 

those who fell were standing behind the Army. I … I didn’t notice …” 

 ” then, did you notice that the 10 million people who died were all soldiers from White Wolf City and 

spirit condensation city? ” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“White Wolf? Spirit condensation?” 
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E Huo Yuntian was stunned again. He said in shock,”Your Majesty, if you didn’t tell me, I really wouldn’t 

have noticed! Those ten million people are all Warriors from White Wolf City and spirit condensation 

city. None of the Warriors from the other cities have fallen!” 

“You should understand now!” 

“I’ve already conquered White Wolf City and spirit condensation city!” Their soldiers are just acting with 

me to trick your 500 million troops!” 

“This …” 

E Huo Yuntian almost spat out a mouthful of blood.”In other words, His Majesty only poisoned the first 

ten thousand firecloud Warriors! The 10 million people who fell later were all acting! And none of my 

500 million soldiers were poisoned!” 

“That’s right!” 

it’s just as you said. I didn’t have the chance to poison them. I don’t have enough poison to kill 500 

million people! So, of your 500 million soldiers, only 10000 were poisoned!” 

this … This, this, this … e Huo Yuntian was depressed to the deepest part of his soul when he heard these 

words. It was even more uncomfortable than eating a cart full of Daddi. 

“Heavens! The earth! My 500 million strong Army! All of them were defeated by Chen Zhufeng’s act? 

“PU …” E Huo Yuntian wailed and spat out another mouthful of blood. 

“Bang!” 

E Huo Yuntian’s eyes rolled to the back of his head, and he was so angry that he directly fainted. He then 

fell to the ground, unconscious. 

E huoyun’s heavenly mechanism could do whatever it wanted! Let him continue to act shamelessly! 

Even if he had an Army of 500 million! In the end, he was still defeated! 

He, e Huo Yuntian, was like a little ant. From the beginning to the end, he was in Chen Xiaobei’s palm, 

toyed with and played around with! Even if she tried her best, she could not escape from Chen Xiaobei’s 

five fingers! 

Just as e Huo Yuntian had said, the most important thing in a war was the will to fight! 

Chen Xiaobei’s wisdom was extraordinary. He had planned a perfect plan long before the war started! 

On the surface, this battle was a battle of formations, weapons, and generals! 

But in reality, it was all because of his fighting spirit! Chen Xiaobei had already planned and prepared for 

everything. Naturally, he was able to stand in an undefeatable position. No matter what e Huo Yuntian 

wanted to fight, Chen Xiaobei was not afraid at all! 

It was also because of this perfect plan that Chen Xiaobei had not only won against e Huo Yuntian, but 

also won the hearts of the people of the entire firecloud territory! 

This was the true crushing of intelligence! 



…… 

Then, the remaining 20 million pieces of high-grade heavenly dog biscuit were collected and sent to 

Chen Xiaobei! 

Among the 500 million soldiers, there were 10 million White Wolf Warriors and 10 million Ningling 

Warriors. They were all Chen Xiaobei’s followers. They did not need to eat dog food to be loyal! 

The other 480 million soldiers and generals had all eaten the dog food. Although it had cost Chen 

Xiaobei a lot of his three realms merit points, this force was enough for Chen Xiaobei to defend the 

firecloud territory from the invasion of enemies! 

It was worth it! 

The remaining 20 million high-grade heavenly dog biscuits were also of use to Chen Xiaobei! 

That was to make every official in every main city, the leaders of the forces, the elders of the clans, all 

become Chen Xiaobei’s loyal dogs! 

In this way, the fire cloud domain would enter a stable state at the fastest speed! 

From now on, Chen Xiaobei would be able to implement the four policies that were beneficial to the 

people in huge axe city throughout the entire firecloud domain! 

Tax free! Reward! Compensation! Relief! 

As long as these four major policies were properly implemented, everyone in the fire cloud region would 

be able to benefit from them! 

Just like the people of huge axe city, they were all grateful to Chen Xiaobei! They were all loyal and 

devoted to Chen Xiaobei! 

In the near future, Chen Xiaobei’s number of new followers would surely skyrocket! 

A total of 50 billion believers! It was a heavenly reward that Chen Xiaobei could exchange for more than 

once! 

On top of that, Chen Xiaobei would also receive two merit points to end the war and to protect the 

people! 

If he could bring peace and happiness to the people of the firecloud domain, then Chen Xiaobei would 

have achieved his goal! He would also receive an even greater amount of merit points! 

By then, Chen Xiaobei’s luck and charm would also soar! 

This was also the blessing of the heavenly Dao, which allowed Chen Xiaobei’s fate energy to last longer, 

and even the people of the beixuan dynasty to be protected! 

…… 

A month later. 

Everything was going according to Chen Xiaobei’s plan, and it had been successfully realized! 



Other than the twelve main cities-huge axe city, White Wolf City, frozen spirit city City, Cold Mountain 

City, and the eight fiery ramparts-the remaining twenty-four main cities had all submitted to beixuan! 

After all, the soldiers, generals, officials, leaders, and elders of each city had all become Chen Xiaobei’s 

loyal dogs! 

All that was left was the mayor, and their entire families had become Chen Xiaobei’s loyal dogs. Even if 

they had ten thousand guts, they would not dare to go against Chen Xiaobei. They could only obey Him! 

Just like that, the higher-ups and soldiers were under Chen Xiaobei’s control! 

The people who were left behind had also been deeply convinced by Chen Xiaobei on the day of the 

decisive battle! 

In the following month, Chen Xiaobei’s four policies that benefited the people were implemented, and 

the people were so reverent that they became Chen Xiaobei’s followers! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei could stop the war and protect the people! 

[ ding! You have ended the war. You have received merit points from the Three Realms … ] 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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 [ding! You have ended the war. You have been rewarded with 70 billion merit points!] 

[ding! You have protected the people of the world. You have been rewarded with 70 billion merit 

points!] 

[ding! You have 145.83 billion merit points.(Charm: 14.583 billion, luck: 14.583 billion! 

[ding! Congratulations! You have been promoted to the third-man human Emperor!] 

“What the!! ck! 140 billion!” 

After a month of hard work, Chen Xiaobei jumped up in excitement when he received the merit points. 

“Back then, I stopped the war at huge axe city and protected the people, which added up to four billion 

merit points! This time, it had increased by 35 times! It’s so cool!” 

I’ve spent about one billion merit points since the start of the war! Chen Xiaobei thought excitedly. I was 

feeling a little sad before this! However, compared to the harvest at this moment, it was simply a piece 

of cake! It was a huge profit! It’s a super invincible freak’s win!” 

“Furthermore, my luck and charm points have soared again! Luck points can make me luckier and make 

it easier for me to obtain the opportunities I need the most! It’s easier to avoid danger!” 

“Charm points can greatly increase my personal charm and external charm! It will make it easier for me 

to gain the trust and favor of others! It’s easier to turn people who have a good impression of me into 

my believers!” 

“In addition, I’ve also been promoted to the third human Emperor!” 
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even if I die now, as long as my heir doesn’t ruin his own reputation, the royal city of beixuan can still be 

passed on for at least three generations! Chen Xiaobei said excitedly. My family, friends, disciples, and 

ministers will be able to enjoy three lifetimes of glory, wealth, and luxury!” 

[ the number of new believers increased by 54.4 billion! ] The total number of believers was 64.4 billion! 

(Only ‘100 million’ as the unit, the rest of the numbers are not calculated in detail.) 

“50 billion believers have all been gathered!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyebrows twitched. 

Although the war was very long, and the effort and hard work were huge, the final reward was also 

unusually rich! 

No hard work, no gain! 

Chen Xiaobei was really satisfied with the result! One word was awesome! 

Chen Xiaobei only had 4.4 billion new followers. In the month after the battle, he had been running 

around the fire cloud territory to implement the four policies that benefited the people! 

Tax free! Everyone would benefit! 

Reward! The Warriors and generals who had contributed would all be rewarded handsomely, promoted, 

and brought glory to their ancestors! 

Compensation! Every family would receive a generous pension for any soldier who died or was seriously 

injured to ensure a normal life in the future! 

Relief! A large amount of financial resources were invested in the slums of every main city to help the 

poor improve their lives and repair the road facilities in the slums! 

All of this was seen by the commoners, and they remembered it in their hearts! His respect, gratitude, 

and love for Chen Xiaobei grew stronger by the day! More pious! 

In addition, Chen Xiaobei’s charm had soared, so it was easier for him to turn people who liked him into 

his followers! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had turned all the people into his believers in just a month! 

This way, everyone in the entire firecloud domain, from the governor to the soldiers and citizens, would 

be loyal to Chen Xiaobei! 

This region had completely become a piece of iron! 

The internal environment was unprecedentedly United and stable! 

…… 

The foundation for the stability of the overall situation was naturally built on a stable and healthy 

economy! 



Chen Xiaobei had sent Grand shaman dingshang and the entire dingshang tribe to take stock of the 

central treasure vaults, government vaults, and the properties of the aristocrats in the main cities. 

Dozens of treasure vaults, hundreds of vaults, tens of thousands of shops, mansions, restaurants, and 

factories were all rushed into the National Treasury of beixuan! It belongs to the country! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not take anything with him! 

Because of the tax exemption, all the wealth and resources had to be used to maintain the operation of 

one capital city and thirty-six main cities! 

Attacking a city was easy, but defending it was difficult! 

Chen Xiaobei needed to train his soldiers, recruit more talented Warriors, and modify the external 

defenses and internal facilities of every city! 

The expenditure for each of these was an astronomical figure! 

Fortunately, all the wealth and resources added together could support the normal operation of this 

region for more than 50 years! 

This way, the fire cloud territory would be safe and Chen Xiaobei would not have to worry about 

anything! 

Chen Xiaobei could go out and do things without worry, or he could even plan to launch an attack on the 

surrounding regions! 

Previously, elder Ming had reminded Chen Xiaobei that the reason why the firecloud territory was not at 

war all year round was because e huoyuntian had been sending huge amounts of wealth and resources 

to the surrounding territories every year! 

Chen Xiaobei had already taken control of the firecloud territory. He would not be like e Huo Yuntian, 

who would plunder the People’s wealth, and he would not use the wealth of the people as gifts to make 

peace! 

The surrounding regions would be displeased sooner or later, and it was only a matter of time before 

war broke out! 

Even if Chen Xiaobei did not initiate the battle, he had to be prepared for it! 

Fortunately, bei Xuan now had a large number of powerful forces under its banner! 

There were more than fifty seven-star earth-god ghostly slaves, seven-star earth-god instruments, and 

seven-star earth-god ghostly slaves! In addition, there was the ” four phases absolute killing Xuan 

formation ” and the ” great Flaming Cloud heavenly evil formation “! It was enough to resist the invasion 

of any foreign enemy! 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei had also subdued e Huo Yuntian! 

He was a peak seven-star earth-god and had a peak seven-star earth-god instrument, the fire-stabilizing 

Divine Blade! 



With such strength, he could battle with any of the powerful figures in the Imperial City! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not use the high-grade heavenly dog biscuit to subdue e Huo Yuntian. It was 

ineffective against seven-star earth-god level deities! 

Chen Xiaobei did not keep e huoyuntian as his ghost slave. Once he lost his physical body, e 

huoyuntian’s strength would drop drastically, and he would no longer be able to fight against the elites 

of the Imperial City! 

He was neither a loyal dog nor a ghost slave! Chen Xiaobei had complete trust in e Huo Yuntian! 

When e Huo Yuntian was unconscious, Chen Xiaobei had called beiming Zhenfeng to fire cloud City! 

Then, he took out the soul Hunter spell from darknorth Zhenfeng’s body! 

Soul hunting was a high-level witchcraft spell that Chen Xiaobei had cultivated using the invincible bull 

lice as its main body, which he had learned from the high-level witchcraft spell given to him by Taiyin 

true deity! 

This witchcraft spell had not only inherited the unrivaled bull lice’s innate ability to suck blood essence, 

but it had also developed a special ability unique to witchcraft spells! 

This special ability could tear apart the Dharmakaya and the nascent soul, directly destroying the soul of 

the immortal cultivator! 

Once the soul was destroyed, even the most powerful immortal cultivator would die a tragic death and 

disappear from the three worlds and six paths, completely losing the chance of reincarnation! 

E Huo Yuntian had already been defeated by Chen Xiaobei, and he was completely convinced by him! 

Now, with the added insurance of soul hunting, e Huo Yuntian was one hundred percent loyal to Chen 

Xiaobei! 

As for beiming Zhenfeng, Chen Xiaobei did not kill him! 

This was because this old man had brought back an extremely important secret! 

It was about Shen Gongbao’s Secret! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2800: demonic remains 

The northernmost part of the Nanzhan state! 

The coast of the North Sea! 

The sea god city! 

E Huo Yuntian and beiming Zhenfeng strolled on the street and continued to collect information. 

Chen Xiaobei went straight to the Viper gang and found Tian Peng, who had been undercover there for a 

long time. 

“What? The demonic relic will appear in the North Sea?” 
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Tian Peng swallowed his saliva and said in disbelief, ” “How come I’ve never heard of this? Xiaobei, could 

that beiming Zhenfeng be lying to you?” 

“I won’t!” 

I don’t know! Chen Xiaobei said, ” beiming Zhenfeng told me this secret before I took out the soul 

Hunter. Unless he wants to die, he would never lie to me! 

Tian Peng frowned and said,”if beiming Zhenfeng didn’t lie … Then Shen Gongbao had been hiding in the 

demonic remains for a long time!” Waiting for you to walk into the trap?” 

“Right! It’s like this!” 

six-eared macaque has been uncontactable for a long time. I asked brother Yama to check the book of 

life and death. It proves that six-eared macaque is still alive! This proves that he and Shen Gongbao were 

indeed secretly setting up a trap in the independent space!” 

you have a point … Tian Peng frowned, ” “But, I’ve been asking for information every day, but I’ve never 

heard that the demonic remains are about to appear! If such a big matter was true, it would have spread 

like wildfire!” 

“Perhaps Shen gongpao only spread the news among his own men!” Chen Xiaobei said. The next step 

will be to spread it across the entire earth-god Realm!” 

“If that’s the case, then it makes sense!” 

Tian Peng calculated, ” the heavenly demon is a heavenly immortal-level evil demon. There are heavenly 

immortal-level inheritances or treasures in the ruins! Once the news was released, it would definitely 

attract the immortal cultivators to rush like ducks! Naturally, I can also lure you over!” 

E Huo Yuntian’s face was filled with doubt as he asked,”Since you know it’s a trap, why did you come to 

the coast of the North Sea, master? Isn’t that just a waste of effort?” 

“You’re too naive!” “I’m not stupid!” Chen Xiaobei said. Shen Gongbao was not stupid! If this was a 

simple trap, I would never have come, and Shen Gongbao would not have bothered to set it up!” 

master, you mean … e Huo Yuntian’s expression turned blank. His face was filled with shock. 

“The demonic remains are real! There are also opportunities within!” it’s just that Shen gongpao 

predicted that the ruins would appear, so he went in first to set up the trap! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“That’s right!” 

Tian Peng nodded heavily and said,”Shen Gongbao has been hiding for such a long time, he will 

definitely set up a perfect plan!” So, it must be a real demonic ruin, and there must be a reason for Xiao 

bei to go in!” 

“Right! Shen Gongbao knows me very well! He knows that a fake relic can’t fool me!” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei said with certainty. that’s why he went through so much trouble to find the 

real demonic ruin! Furthermore, he will definitely come up with a reason that I can’t resist! Even though 

I know it’s a trap, I still have to charge in!” 



“If that’s the case, then we’re in trouble!” E Huo Yuntian’s brows were tightly knitted as he said 

worriedly,”Once we fall into the trap, we’ll be fish on the chopping block and can only be slaughtered by 

the enemy!” 

that’s not necessarily true. I’ll deal with Shen Gongbao as he comes! Chen Xiaobei then asked, ” “Second 

brother, is there any movement on Deng Jie Yu’s side?” 

“There are!” 

Tian Peng said in a deep voice,”Deng Jie Yu has successfully finished her cultivation!” After digesting an 

ancient inheritance, she already has the cultivation of a seven-star earth-god, and the sect Master of the 

Ocean-God sect directly made her the Deputy sect master. In this region, her reputation is very famous, 

and almost everyone knows her!” 

the Vice sect leader of Oceanus sect … Chen Xiaobei frowned.”What’s so special about this ocean 

divinity sect? Why does the master of the contract behind Deng Jie Yu have to keep an eye on this 

second-rate sect?” 

I don’t know the details … Tian Peng said, ” “After Deng Jie Yu was conferred the title of vice sect master, 

she immediately entered the library of the ocean God sect and hasn’t come out! No one knows what 

she’s thinking!” 

Chen Xiaobei speculated,’maybe she’s looking into the secrets of the Oceanus sect that only the Vice 

sect leader can access! And this secret is of great importance to her master!” 

isn’t Deng Jie Yu’s contract owner a member of chanism? ” Tian Peng asked. 

“I don’t think so!” 

“Deng junyu’s husband is tu xingsun, and tu xingsun is a disciple of chanism! If Deng junyu’s contract 

owner was a member of the clan of enlightenment, she should cooperate with Shen Gongbao! They 

would never form their own faction and act alone!” 

“Taishang Laojun’s humanity sect! The Shijiao that Cundi had received! Mother Nuwa’s demonic sect!” 

“Deng yuchan is probably from the three families!” Tian Peng calculated. 

“It’s not that simple!” 

“And the Shura religion in the netherworld River!” The demonic sect of mo Luo Wu Tian! Although they 

were not qualified to choose earth Immortals to reincarnate in the winter solstice festival, they were 

bound to be able to influence some of the true immortals of the heavenly court! They even colluded in 

secret!” 

“You mean that tu xingsun and his master are in cahoots with the Shura sect and the demonic sect?” 

Tian Peng suddenly understood. Use Deng Jie Yu to help these two sects!” 

I have a good relationship with the netherworld River. He won’t hide his actions from me! that’s right! 

Chen Xiaobei said. so, the faction behind Deng junyu is most likely the human, Buddhist, demonic, or 

demonic faction! 



well, as long as she’s not a member of chanism, it’s fine! “The most important problem for us now is 

how to solve Shen Gongbao’s fatal threat!” Tian Peng said. 

“No! I’m going to meet Deng Jie Yu first!” Shen gongpao is clueless. It’s useless for us to think about it. 

Why don’t we just put it aside and do something more practical? ” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“You want to see Deng Jie Yu?” Tian Peng frowned and said,”I’m afraid it won’t be easy … The library 

that Deng Jie Yu is in is a forbidden area!” If an outsider barged in, they would activate the defensive 

spell formation and attract the entire sect’s 200000 disciples to kill them!” 

“You’re talking about barging in!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged. I’m just here to meet him. There’s no need for 

so much trouble. 

“A direct meeting?” Tian Peng’s expression froze and he said awkwardly,”I’m afraid that’s even more 

difficult!” Deng Jie Yu was now the most popular person in this region! Countless top young masters 

have asked to see him, but they’ve all been rejected!” I can’t even see his shadow!” 

When e Huo Yuntian heard this, he immediately said angrily,”Hmph! Wasn’t it just a mere ocean divinity 

sect? If they dared to reject their master! I’ll destroy them in minutes!” 

“Can you not be so violent!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged. my luck and charm are off the charts! How difficult 

can it be to meet someone?” 


